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What You Will Achieve Through The Experience

Stepping into your path and power  spiritually, sexually, 
and interpersonally

Focus Plan To Optimize Your Sexual and
Spiritual Path & Life 

Mastery of Powerful Healing & Expansion Tools

Better overall  clarity & restoration spiritually,
interpersonally, and sexually

Effective Decision Making in relationships &
intimate connections

Nourishing Community

https://cosmicsexuality.com/store/p285/Cosmic_Sexuality_Founders_Retreat.html


SCHOLARSHIP
TICKET

 

INDIVIDUAL
TICKET

 

COUPLES
TICKET

 

$1899 $2699 $3299
US $3499 US $3799
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WHAT WILL I ACHIEVE WITHIN THE EXPERIENCE?

This retreat is designed as a immersive and transformative exploration and integration
to anchor you to your path of cosmic sexuality, to connect very deeply to your source
connection, dive deep into the comfort of your body and being, and create a plan to
optimize your life, intimate relationships, and move through life with confidence,
alignment and support.

There are Key Note talks from the founders, workshops, and a mixer to connect with
others from the community

 Opening Mixer + Coming into alignment with your Cosmic Sexual Existence 

Meet the other retreat attendees, opening talk on the path of cosmic sexuality

Stepping into your path and power as an individual, spiritually,
sexually, and interpersonally thanks to your new understanding and
gained awareness. 

 

EARLY TICKET
PRICE

Available Until
 January 31st

CONTACT US TO APPLY FOR A PARTIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Frequently Asked Questions

Mastery of Powerful Healing & Expansion Tools to get desired results in your life, primary
relationship and intimate relationship, create an aligned and deeper sense of knowing
and calm in your life and increase your awareness to things that feel good and aligned
to you. 

Better overall clarity & restoration spiritually, interpersonally, sexually through having a
deep sense of worthiness, being able to be fully present with yourself and within your
body, and defining your relationships, and objective of all things coming into your life
and inner world throughout each moment. 

Deep connection with the new, nourishing community that are on a similar path.

A focused plan to optimize your life and path with Cosmic Sexuality — knowing what you
want, how you want to live, and how to make the right choices supporting your plan on
your path, intimate relationships, and sexual connections. 

WHAT WILL THIS IN-PERSON RETREAT COVER?

SHARED ROOM/ 
TWO QUEEN SIZE BEDS 

VERY LIMITED SPACES

SAVE 50% IF ELIGIBLE 

SINGLE ROOM/ KING SIZE BED

EARLY TICKET
PRICE

Available Until  January 31st
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It is you coming into the embodiment of the cosmic orgasm alignment through 
 the deep guidance guided by the founders. 

The cosmic orgasm alignment experience has been mastered and proven
throughout years of work with individuals globally.

This process allows you to increase your integration and embodiment quickly
with a physical memory of the experience.

This is done in a safe space without touch, it is you connecting to you through
the inner guidance of the cosmic sexuality founders and your inner guide. 

The Path of The Cosmic Sexuality is gaining the capacity to become a spiritually
and sexually sovereign divine being.

Living very deeply and unapologetically in the seat of your pleasure, alignment,
clarity and worth. 

Knowing and feeling source connected and inspired in your day to day life. 

Having a healed and energetically positive connection to your source and
feeling worthy of your existence at all times. 

Forging an unwavering resilience to your highest complete existence that
includes both your sexuality and spirituality

We will achieve this through the immersive founder guided retreat experiences
outlined in the program.
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Certainty with our connection to source
Healing the mother/father wound
Claiming our Spiritual Sovereignty
Past Relationship clearing
Karmic Ties & The New Responsibility To The Karmic Family 

Ending Crash and Burn Relationships
Inner Healing & Reclaiming Our Energetic Space
Healing From Past Relationships
Healing from Emotional /Sexual Abuse
Clearing Past Patterns & Resetting
Inner Intimacy Practice
Spiritual Devotion in Manifesting a Partner
Preparing for Partnership 
Aligning With A Suitable Partner
Choosing a Lover at your level

Connecting To Our Divine Worth
Connecting to Our Cosmic Orgasmic Existence
Cosmic Orgasmic Alignment In Sex & Intimacy
The Constant State of Pleasure and Cosmic Orgasm
Guided cosmic orgasmic alignment experience

What does it mean to be a cosmic orgasmic man
Mastery of cosmic semen retention
Power of Synergy during sex
Understanding the archetype of the cosmic orgasmic man

Theme 1: Connecting to our Sexual Existence & Primary relationships

Theme 2: Aligning In Partnership:

Theme 3: The Cosmic Orgasmic Woman & Cosmic Orgasm

Theme 4: The Cosmic Orgasmic Man & Cosmic Semen Retention 

Parting Talk 
You will be taking part in the process of how to maximize the tools you gained beyond
the retreat and into your daily life

Mastery beyond the retreat includes 3 months access to our online certification course
and certification to teach upon completion

WHAT IS THE PATH OF THE COSMIC SEXUALITY?

WHAT IS THE GUIDED COSMIC ORGASMIC 

ALIGNMENT EXPERIENCE?



06 WHO ARE THE ARCHITECTS OF THE RETREAT

EXPERIENCE?
The retreat is created and designed by our Founders of Cosmic Sexuality, Shalom
Melchizedek and Victoria Leanna — Global Leaders In Sex, Intimacy & Relationships 
 who have once been when you may be, done the work, learned, and evolved.

Working closely together, Victoria Leanna and Shalom Melchizedek incorporate the
proven work of Cosmic Sexuality, Youniversal Meditation and their professional
experiences into practical, long-lasting, and result driven retreat experiences.

Victoria and Shalom are not just guided healers, they are global leaders and the
founders of Cosmic Sexuality and Youniversal Meditation and global pioneers in the
space of Sex, Intimacy, Relationships and healing work — and most living proof that
the pathway can elevate an your life. They have also certified thousands around the
world and are experiencing the benefits of the path. When designing the Founders
Retreat Experience they took an effective approach to lifestyle transformation, and
they create the extraordinary for you.

07 HOW IS THE  RETREAT STRUCTURED?

The retreat involves in-person key notes and workshops through the 3 days, 2 nights

A Guided Cosmic Orgasmic Alignment experience, community mixer, film viewing.

Plus nightly reflection and journaling and around one hour per night of reading.
Reading materials come from our books; it will include Learning To Love, Return of
The Ancient Lover, and The Cosmic Orgasm Books.

Upon completion of the in-person work, your at home your continued mastery
begins through accessing the online training and certification course.
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Take a moment, and ask yourself the following questions:

Are you looking to connect in a heart to heart non judgmental space with other
individuals who are devoted to the same mindset of growth and expansion?

Do you believe that cycles you have recognized in your life as a hindrance to your
desired connection sexual and spiritually can be expanded beyond?

Do you want to redefine your intimate connections, sexual connections, source
alignment from “stagnant and depleting” to “worthy and aligned”?”

Are you searching for real life tangible tools to heal, expand and grow?

Would having more joy, a connection to your inner source and increased desired to
connect more deeply with your current or potential lover,  help you feel aligned and
fulfilled?

Would you like to conquer the crash and burn phenomenon once and for all in your
life, relationships, and sexual connections by designing your ideal lifestyle that is
optimized for both spiritual health and sexual fulfillment?

Are you already growing — and want to take your life, path, or spiritual alignment up
a level?

If you answered Yes to any of these, The Cosmic Sexuality Founders transformational   
retreat experience is what you are seeking.

IS A COSMIC SEXUALITY IN-PERSON RETREAT

EXPERIENCE FOR ME?

WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THE FULL RETREAT

PACKAGE?05
4 star accommodation, Orlando Florida 

Cosmic Orgasm:The Journey and Pathway of Cosmic Sexuality Film viewing,
followed by Q and A with founders

Copies of all of our print books, signed by founders

Cosmic Sexuality 200hr certification certificate (our current highest level) 

3 months Access to 100HR Training Course

Meals Included (meal vouchers)
.



10 WHY SHOULD I INVEST TIME AND MONEY IN THE

COSMIC SEXUALITY  RETREAT?
The purpose of our retreat experience is to help you design the lifestyle that
encourages purposeful, orgasmically exciting and integral living. This will support
your primary relationship with yourself, your intimate connections and relationships
with others and your sexual path.

By investing in this in-person retreat experience, you are making an investment in
yourself — meaning that you’ll gain the tangible benefits of an aligned lifestyle,
higher sense of worthiness and value, deeper connections, and meaningful impact
in your intimate life and sexual path going forward. 

We believe that upgrading your performance and alignment in all areas of life is the
ultimate investment in yourself.
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The price of the Cosmic Sexuality Founders Retreat begins at US $2699. Special early
purchase ticket pricing is available until January 31st, and special pricing for Cosmic
Sexuality Alumni may be available. 

We also offer partial scholarships. Please contact

info@cosmicsexuality.com to see if you qualify for a partial scholarship.

HOW MUCH DOES THE EXPERIENCE COST?

09 WHAT ELSE WILL I GET ACCESS TO WHEN I 

ENROLL IN THIS RETREAT EXPERIENCE?

Cosmic Sexuality 100HR Training and Certification 

As soon as you purchase your retreat ticket you will gain access to online courses to
pre-prepare for the retreat. The course is 

1.

You will also gain a community of like-minded individuals together who form
incredible bonds through shared experiences. 

We are a diverse global community, comprising many different cultures, careers,
and lifestyles. The Cosmic Sexuality founders Retreat includes individuals devoted to
their highest alignment, entrepreneurs, coaches and spiritual leaders, creatives,
innovators, and those may be just beginning the devotion to their path of Cosmic
Sexuality and of their highest aligned path. 

CONTACT US FOR PARTIAL SCHOLARSHIPS 
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